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Because I spend a lot of time thinking about prints, when I think about line and landscape the 
first thing I see in my mind is the brutally elegant, uncompromisingly line of steel 
engravings. The skill of nameless printers pushing their sharp tools deeper, then shallower, 
into metal. They could carve white clouds and the distant horizon out of the same unbroken, 
achingly perfect black lines. 

While printmaking has come a long way from a reliance on sheer technical skill, the work 
inBayard Condon’s exhibition has some of that old line-fetishism that printmakers usually 
have up their sleeves. The lines that make up the branches of Condon’s trees must continue 
through the trunk, into the soil and weave in complex, suddenly geometric root systems. Yet 
overall, Condon’s work draws from another, more ancient technique –not metal, but 
woodblock printing. Printing images of nature, images of trees, from wood is the type of 
simple transfer that is at once obvious, and also somehowceremonial; like a spell which 
requiresa lock of hair from its desired target. 

But then in another quick move, in the central print in this exhibition, Condon takes us from 
the world of wood, roots and shadow, to a watery landscapefilled with reflected light. A turn 
I appreciate, and I am again reminded of the magical transference available to the printmaker. 
The pond reflects the moon, and it’s also a moon itself, a ground moon. It is made from the 
same substance as the trees– Condon’s lines even continue from the roots straight to the lines 
of the water.Yet it is an opposite substance now. Wood to water. As different as inky black is 
to clear, fresh white. 
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